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Abstract
We determine families of circulant graphs for which each graph G = Gc(n; S) has chromatic
number (G)3. In particular, we show that there exists an n0 such that (G)3 for all nn0
whenever S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} and sk > sk−1> · · ·>s1 and 2s1>sk or S = {s1, s2} and s2>s11
and s2 = 2s1. We also prove that (G)3 for every recursive circulant graph G = RGc(n; d),
n= cdm, 1<cd.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let S={s1, s2, . . . , sk}where si ∈ N. The circulant graphG=Gc(n; S) of order n ∈ N
is a graph on vertex set V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn−1} with an edge joining vi and vj whenever
i = (j + sk)mod n, sk ∈ S. The condition gcd(n, s1, s2, . . . , sk) = 1, |S| = k is necessary
for Gc(n; S) to be connected (see [4]). If n2 >sk > sk−1> · · ·>s1, then G = Gc(n; S) is
2k-regular, andG is (2k− 1)-regular if sk= n2 . In this paper, all arithmetic on the indices of
vertices will be done modulo n, and we will use the function f (vi)= i,∀vi ∈ V (Gc(n; S))
when we need to refer to the indices of vertices. We refer to [17] for other terminology and
notation.
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Theoretical properties of circulant graphs have been studied extensively and are surveyed
in [1]. Most of the earlier research concentrated on either determining the value of the
diameter D for a given n and arbitrary set S, or determining the maximum value of n for
given D and arbitrary S. In recent years, research regarding circulant graphs has expanded
to areas such as recognition, hardness, spectral properties, isomorphism, enumeration, and
Hamiltonicity [2,6,13,14].
A circulant graphG=Gc(n; S) is deemed optimal if the set S yields a minimum value of
D for given n and k. The problem of constructing optimal circulant graphs, even for k = 2
and arbitrary s1, s2 turns out to be difﬁcult. The exact value of D for a given n has been
obtained only for speciﬁc values of s1, s2, . . . , sk when k= 2 and k= 3 [3], and there is no
known efﬁcient algorithm that determines the values of n for which optimal circulant graphs
can be constructed for k4 [1]. Algorithms for some problems, such as ﬁnding shortest
paths and determining the diameter, which take polynomial time on arbitrary graphs may
exhibit exponential behaviour on circulant graphs [5]. This is because Gc(n; S) has a very
compact representation consisting of only k = |S| integers (in addition to the order n).
The chromatic number (G) of a graph G is the minimum number of colours needed
to colour the vertices of G such that no two adjacent vertices have the same colour. Un-
fortunately, the determination of (Gc(n; S)) for a given n and arbitrary set S is no easier
than determining the diameter. NP-hardness proofs for the minimum colouring and max-
imum clique problems on circulant graphs are presented in [6]. Our goal in this paper
is to determine the chromatic numbers and corresponding colouring functions for fami-
lies of circulant graphs, especially families that have been suggested as attractive alterna-
tives to popular network topologies. These include double loop graphs as alternatives to
2-dimensional tori [12] and recursive circulant graphs as alternatives to hypercubes [15],
as well as more general families of circulant graphs [1]. Vertex colourings have numerous
applications in the study of networks. Efﬁcient solutions to problems such as timetabling,
sequencing, and scheduling are based on partitions of sets into classes according to speciﬁc
criteria.
The problem of determining chromatic numbers of circulant graphs is related to periodic
colourings of integer distance graphs Gd(S) [7,11,16]. The vertex set of Gd(S) is the
set of integers Z and two vertices i and j are adjacent if |i − j | ∈ S ⊂ N. A colouring
C : Z→ {c1, c2, . . . , ck} is called periodic with period p ifC(v)=C(v+p) for all vertices
v, p ∈ N. The proof of Theorem 2 in [8] implies that any proper colouring of Gd(S) also
induces a periodic proper colouring ofGd(S). Each colouring ofGc(n; S)) yields a periodic
colouring of Gd(S). Therefore min{(Gc(n; S))|n> 2smax}, where smax = max{si ∈ S}
yields (Gd(S)) with period p = n. Furthermore, the existence of (Gd(S)) with period
p gives (Gc(tp; S), t ∈ N. However, (Gc(n; S)) with tp + 1n< (t + 1)p remains
speciﬁc to circulant graphs. For example, let S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} be a ﬁnite set of positive
odd integers. ThenGc(n; S), n even, is bipartite and (Gd(S))=2 with period p=2 yields
a proper 2-colouring ofGc(n; S) for any even n> 2smax. However, no regular graph of odd
order n is bipartite, so (Gc(n; S))3 for a given S = ∅ and odd n. To see this, suppose
that G is a d-regular graph with (G)= 2. Then G is a bipartite graph with vertex partitions
V1 and V2. There are d|Vi | edges leaving partition Vi , i = 1, 2. Since the number of edges
entering and leaving each partition has to be equal, it must be the case that d|V1| = d|V2|,
so |V1| = |V2| and n cannot be odd.
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In the next section we show that there exists an n0 such that (G)3 for all nn0
whenever S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} and sk > sk−1> · · ·>s1 and 2s1>sk . We also show that
recursive circulant graphs are atmost 3-colourable. In Section 3, we concentrate on circulant
graphs with two chord lengths and establish inﬁnite families of such graphs with chromatic
number at most 3. In particular, we show that when s2>s11 and s2 = 2s1, there exists
an n0 such that (Gc(n; {s1, s2}))3 for all nn0. We also show that an important class
of double loop graphs is at most 3-colourable.
2. Colouring circulant graphs
In this section, we consider circulant graphs with k different lengths of chords for k1.
We begin with the special case of geometric circulant graphs and then consider larger
families of circulant graphs.
Ageometric circulant graphG=GGc(n; d) is a circulant graphwithS={d0, d1, . . . , dm}
for 1<d n2 andm satisfyingdm+1<ndm+1+1.A recursive circulant graphRGc(n; d)
is a geometric circulant graph with order n= cdm, 1<cd [14].
Theorem 1. For G= RGc(n; d), n= cdm, 1<cd, and d = 2, (G)3.
Proof. LetGi=Gc(n=cdi; S={d0, d1, . . . , di}), i0.We construct colouring functions
Ci : V (Gi) → {0, 1, 2}, i0. The colour Ci(v) assigned to a vertex v should not be
confused with f (v), the index of v.
Let C0 be an arbitrary, but proper colouring ofG0, whereG0 is either the cycle of length
c, orG0=K2 if c=2 andm=0.Assume that Ci is a proper colouring ofGi and consider a
vertex u ∈ V (Gi+1). For each such u, ∃x, y ∈ N such that f (u)=xd+y and 0yd−1.
Then the colouring function Ci+1 for Gi+1 is deﬁned as follows:
d odd : Ci+1(u)=
{
Ci(f
−1(x)) if y even,
(Ci(f
−1(x))+ 1)mod 3 if y odd,
d even : Ci+1(u)=
{
Ci(f
−1(x)) if y = 0 or y = d − 1,
(Ci(f
−1(x))+ 1)mod 3 if y odd, y = d − 1,
(Ci(f
−1(x))+ 2)mod 3 if y even, y = 0.
To verify the correctness of the colouring ofGi+1 by Ci+1, consider a vertex v ∈ V (Gi+1)
such that f (v)=f (u)+dj , 1j i+1. Since f (u)=xd+y and f (v)=(x+dj−1)d+y,
Ci+1 will colour u and v according to the same remainder y. This ensures that Ci+1(u) =
Ci+1(v) because Ci is a proper colouring of Gi . For vertices u, v ∈ V (Gi+1) with f (v)=
f (u)+ d0 = f (u)+ 1, the deﬁnition of Ci+1 and the fact that Ci is a proper colouring of
Gi ensure that Ci+1 assigns different colours to vertices with consecutive indices in Gi+1.
Thus,Ci+1 is a proper colouring ofGi+1 with (Gi)3 for all i. In conclusion, when i=m,
Gm = RGc(n; d) and (Gm)3. 
Remark 2. Setting d=2 givesG=Gc(n=2i+1; S={20, 21, . . . , 2i})which has a subgraph
H =Gc(n=2i+1; S={20, 21}). Since (H)> 3,G is not 3-colourable by Corollary 6.13.4
in [10].
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0f(v): 2 3 4
C(v):
1
a a a a bb b b c c c c
P
Fig. 1. Pattern deﬁnition.
Theorem 3. ForG=Gc(n; S) where S={s1, s2, . . . , sk|sk > sk−1> · · ·>s1 sk2 1∧
sk = 2s1}, ∃n0 such that ∀nn0, (G)3.
Proof. First note that s1 = 1 is only possible when k = 1. In this case, G is a cycle or a K2
and (G)3. We can assume in the remainder of this proof that s1> 1.
Our description of the colouring function C : V (G) → {a, b, c} consists of two cases:
sk even and sk odd.
Case sk even:
Let pattern P consist of three blocks: sk2 consecutive vertices coloured a, followed
by sk2 consecutive vertices coloured b, ending with
sk
2 consecutive vertices coloured c(See Fig. 1).
No two vertices coloured with the same colour by P are adjacent because the shortest
chord has length s1> sk2 and sk < 2s1. Thus P is a proper 3-colouring of G if n = |P |.
If n = j |P | = j (3 sk2 ) for some j > 0, then the pattern j consisting of j repetitions of
pattern P gives a proper 3-colouring of G. The pattern j can be extended to values
of n that are not multiples of |P | by increasing the numbers of vertices in the blocks.
In particular, the number of vertices in any block of consecutive vertices with the same
colour can be increased from sk2 up to s1 without violating the property that adjacent
vertices have different colours. Therefore, (G)3 for n ∈ [j 3sk2 , j3s1] for any j > 0.
Now, j3s1(j + 1) 3sk2 when j sk2s1−sk . Setting n0 = 
sk
2s1−sk 
3sk
2 , we have (G)3
for all nn0.
Case sk odd:
The main difference between the proof of this case and the sk even case is that we use two
colouring patterns instead of one. The two patterns complement each other and together
give better bounds than we could obtain with a single pattern.
Let pattern P1 consist of three blocks:  sk2  consecutive vertices coloured a, followed by sk2  consecutive vertices coloured b, ending with  sk2  consecutive vertices coloured c. Let
pattern P2 consist of three blocks:  sk2  consecutive vertices coloured a, followed by  sk2 
consecutive vertices coloured b, ending with  sk2  consecutive vertices coloured c. Finally,
let pattern P consist of P1 followed by P2. There are sk vertices of each colour in P and no
two vertices coloured with the same colour inside P are adjacent because s1 sk2 . Thus P
is a proper 3-colouring of G if n= |P |.
We deﬁne two patterns containing repetitions of P. The ﬁrst pattern,j consists of j > 0
repetitions of pattern P and gives a proper colouring when n = j |P | = j3sk . The second
pattern ′j consists of j > 0 repetitions of pattern P followed by a single repetition of P1
and gives a proper colouring when n=j |P |+|P1|=j3sk+sk+ sk2 . Similar to the sk even
case, we can extend the two patterns by increasing the numbers of vertices in the blocks of
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consecutive vertices with the same colour from  sk2  or  sk2  up to s1 without violating the
property that adjacent vertices have different colours.
For n ∈ [j3sk, j6s1], j > 0, j gives a proper 3-colouring of G. For n ∈ [j3sk + sk +
 sk2 , j6s1+2s1+s1], j > 0,′j gives a proper 3-colouring ofG. Now, j6s1+2s1+s1(j+
1)3sk for j sk−s12s1−sk , so (G)3 for all nn′0 = 
sk−s1
2s1−sk 3sk + sk + 
sk
2 . Similarly,
j6s1j3sk+sk+ sk2  for j
⌈
 3sk2 
3(2s1−sk)
⌉
, so (G)3 for all nn′′0=
⌈
 3sk2 
3(2s1−sk)
⌉
(3sk).
Combining these two bounds, we get ∀nn0 =min{n′0, n′′0}, (G)3. 
Remark 4. The two bounds, n′0, and n′′0 that were derived in the proof of Theorem 3 for
the sk odd case work together to give better bounds. For example, for the graph Gc(n, S =
{28, 29, . . . , 51}), n′0 = 842 and n′′0 = 918. For the graph Gc(n, S = {29, 30, . . . , 51}),
n′0 = 689 and n′′0 = 612.
3. Circulant graphs with two chord lengths
In this section, we concentrate on circulant graphs with chords of two lengths. The
ﬁrst result concerns a class of optimal circulant graphs Gc(n; S = {s1, s2}) for which S
gives a graph with minimum diameter D for a given n. Circulant graphs with chords of
two lengths are sometimes called double loop graphs and the class Gc(n; {s1 = D, s2 =
D + 1}) with 2D2 − 2D + 1<n2D2 + 2D + 1 is one of the few known optimal
classes [1].
Corollary 5. Let G=Gc(n; s1 =D, s2 =D + 1), n2D2 − 2D + 1. Then (G)3 for
all D> 2.
Proof. We use the proof of Theorem 3 with k = 2.
If s2 is even, then n0 =  sk2s1−sk 
3sk
2 = 3(D + 1)2D2 − 2D + 1, ∀D3, and (G)3
for all nn0.
If s2 is odd, then n′′0 =
⌈
 3sk2 
3(2s1−sk)
⌉
(3sk) = 3(D + 1)2D2 − 2D + 1, ∀D4, and
(G)3 for all nn′′0. 
Remark 6. The bound 3(D + 1) obtained in the proof of Corollary 5 is the best possible.
If n= 3(D + 1)− 1, then G contains a clique of size 3 (from any vertex, follow a chord of
length D and then two chords of length D + 1) and the order of G is not divisible by 3, so
(G)> 3 by Corollary 6.13.4 in [10].
In the remainder of this section, we consider circulant graphs with two arbitrary chord
lengths.
Lemma 7. For connection set S = {s1, s2} such that s22s1 + 1 and s1> 2, there exists
an n0 such that (Gc(n; S))3 for all nn0.
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ba c a a b c
x ⋅ (L+1) y⋅L
Ψb
0 1 L n−1f(v):
C(v):
Fig. 2. Deﬁnition of patternb .
Proof. Our construction of the colouring function C : V (G)→{a, b, c} for G=Gc
(n; {s1, s2}) consists of two cases: s1 even and s1 odd.
Case s1 even:
Let patternb consist of x consecutive blocks of length L+1 followed by y consecutive
blocks of length L, where x + y ≡ 0 (mod 3). Similar to the deﬁnition of the pattern P in
Theorem 3, each block inb is composed of consecutively indexed vertices coloured with
the same colour, and three consecutive blocks have mutually different colours as shown
in Fig. 2.
Let s2 = q s12 + r − 1, 0r < s12 . Note that s22s1 + 1 implies q4. The values of x,
y, and L depend on the value of q:
• q ≡ 0mod 3:
L= s12 +
⌊ s1
2 +r
q−1
⌋
, x = s12 + r − (q − 1)
⌊ s1
2 +r
q−1
⌋
, y = q − x;
• q ≡ 1mod 3:
r = 0, 1: L= s12 +
⌊
s1+r
q−2
⌋
, x = s1 + r − (q − 2)
⌊
s1+r
q−2
⌋
, y = q − x − 1,
r2: L= s12 , x = 0, y = q + 2;• q ≡ 2mod 3:
L= s12 +  rq , x = r − q rq , y = q − x + 1.
Set n = |b| and let G = Gc(n; {s1, s2}) be coloured by pattern b. When q ≡ 1mod 3
and r2, then n= s2 + 2L− r + 1. In all other cases, n= s2 + L+ 1. As, by deﬁnition,
block length is less than or equal to L+ 1, two vertices connected by a chord of length s2
are coloured differently. Two vertices in G that are connected by a chord of length s1 are
also coloured differently because s1L+ 1 and L s12 . Hence,b is a proper 3-colouring
of G for n = |b|. An example for q ≡ 1mod 3, r2 where |b| = 24, s1 = 8, s2 = 17,
x = 0, y = 6, and L= 4 is shown in Fig. 3.
In addition, repetition of the patternb yields a proper colouring forGc(n′; {s1, s2}) for
any n′ = t |b|, t > 1. This can be seen by considering any two adjacent vertices u and w in
Gc(n′; {s1, s2}). Suppose that u and w were coloured with the same colour. Then vertices
u′ and w′, where f (u′) ≡ f (u)mod |b| and f (w′) ≡ f (w)mod |b|, must be adjacent
in Gc(|b|; {s1, s2}) and coloured with the same colour contradicting the fact thatb is a
proper 3-colouring of Gc(|b|; {s1, s2}).
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Ψb
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9f(v): 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
C(v): a a bb b ba c c c c c c c ca aa a bbbba
Fig. 3. Colouring patternb for Gc(n= 24; {s1 = 8, s2 = 17}).
Ψeb
0 1f(v): 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 192 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 20 21 22 23
C(v):
24
aa a b b b b c c c c a bb b ba a a c c c caa
Fig. 4. Colouring patternb for Gc(n= 25; {s1 = 8, s2 = 17}).
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 940 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23f(v):
Ψeb Ψb
C(v): aa a b b b b c c c c a bbbba a a c c c caa bbbba a a c c c c a bbbba a a c c c ca
Fig. 5. Colouring patternb for Gc(n= 49; {s1 = 8, s2 = 17}).
Now, consider the graphGc(n=|b|+1; {s1, s2}) using the same s1 and s2 as above.An
extended patterneb can be constructed fromb by increasing the size of the leftmost block
of length L toL+1. Hence, 2Ln− s2L+2.Any two blocks ofeb of the same colour
are separated by at least 2L vertices of different colours, and any single block has length at
most L+ 1, so patterneb properly colours Gc(|eb|; s1, s2) (see Fig. 4). Moreover,eb
can be repeated to get a proper colouring for Gc(n; {s1, s2}) for any n= t |eb|, t > 1.
Using arguments similar to above,b followed byeb properly coloursGc(n= |b| +
|eb|; {s1, s2}). In the example in Fig. 5, L= 4,b has x= 0 and y= 6, andeb has x= 1
and y = 5.
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To generalize this construction, let n0 = (|b| − 1)|b|. Any nn0 can be written as
n= t |b| + r with t |b| − 1 and 0r < |b|, and r repetitions of patterneb followed
by t − r repetitions of patternb gives a proper 3-colouring for Gc(n; {s1, s2}).
Case s1 odd:
The proof for s1 odd is similar to the case s1 even, so we omit the details. The main
difference is that the pattern P is deﬁned in terms of two patterns P1 and P2 as in the case
sk odd in the proof of Theorem 3. 
Theorem 8. For G = Gc(n; {s1, s2}), where s2>s11 and s2 = 2s1, there exists an n0
such that (G)3 for all nn0.
Proof. First, note that if s2 = 2s1, then G has a clique of size 3, so G is not 3-colourable
for n ≡ 1, 2mod 3 [9,10]. Now, suppose that s13 and consider two cases: s22s1 − 1
and s22s1+ 1. The ﬁrst case is covered by Theorem 3, and the second case is covered by
Lemma 7. Theorem 3 also covers the case s1 = 2, s2 = 3.
Now, consider the remaining cases s1 = 1, s23 and s1 = 2, s25. Let G′ = Gc
(n′; {js1, js2}), j3. From the ﬁrst part of this proof, there exists an n′0 such that (G′)3
for all n′n′0. Choose x such that n′0 + x ≡ 0mod j and 0x < j and let n0 = n
′
0+x
j
. For
any nn0, the graph G′ =Gc(jn; {js1, js2}) consists of j copies of Gc(n; {s1, s2}) [13].
Since, jnn′0, (G)= (G′)3. 
4. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have established the existence of inﬁnite families of 3-colourable cir-
culant graphs. In particular, we proved that (Gc(n; S))3 for all sufﬁciently large n
whenever S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} and sk > sk−1> · · ·>s1 and 2s1>sk or S = {s1, s2} and
s2>s11 and s2 = 2s1. We also established that (G)3 for recursive circulant graphs
RGc(n; d), n = cdm, 1<cd , and for a class of optimal double loop graphs. Some
interesting problems concerning the chromatic number of circulant graphs that remain
open are:
• Find the minimum n0 such that Gc(n; {s1, s2}) has minimum chromaticity for
all nn0.
• Given a cardinality k, ﬁnd sets S with |S| = k such that (Gc(n; S))3.
• For an arbitrary setS, determine if there exists a value2<x < 2k such that(Gc(n; S))x
for all nn0.
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